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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
Which two statements are true? (Choose two.)
A. This router is an ASBR.
B. Authentication is not configured for the area.
C. This is the output of the show ip protocols command.
D. This router is an ABR.
E. This is the output of the show ip ospf command.
Answer: B,E
Explanation:
The following is sample output from the show ip ospf command when entered without a
specific OSPF process ID with
no authentication.
Router# show ip ospf
Routing Process "ospf 201" with ID 10.0.0.1 and Domain ID 10.20.0.1
Supports only single TOS(TOS0) routes
Supports opaque LSA
SPF schedule delay 5 secs, Hold time between two SPFs 10 secs
Minimum LSA interval 5 secs. Minimum LSA arrival 1 secs
LSA group pacing timer 100 secs
Interface flood pacing timer 55 msecs
Retransmission pacing timer 100 msecs
Number of external LSA 0. Checksum Sum 0x0
Number of opaque AS LSA 0. Checksum Sum 0x0
Number of DCbitless external and opaque AS LSA 0
Number of DoNotAge external and opaque AS LSA 0
Number of areas in this router is 2. 2 normal 0 stub 0 nssa
External flood list length 0
Area BACKBONE(0)
Number of interfaces in this area is 2
Area has no authentication
SPF algorithm executed 4 times
Area ranges are
Number of LSA 4. Checksum Sum 0x29BEB
Number of opaque link LSA 0. Checksum Sum 0x0
Number of DCbitless LSA 3
Number of indication LSA 0
Number of DoNotAge LSA 0
Flood list length 0
Reference:

http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/ios-xml/ios/iproute_ospf/command/iro-cr-book/ospfs1.html#wp8749965360

NEW QUESTION: 2
CORRECT TEXT
Problem Scenario 48 : You have been given below Python code snippet, with intermediate
output.
We want to take a list of records about people and then we want to sum up their ages and
count them.
So for this example the type in the RDD will be a Dictionary in the format of {name: NAME,
age:AGE, gender:GENDER}.
The result type will be a tuple that looks like so (Sum of Ages, Count) people = []
people.append({'name':'Amit', 'age':45,'gender':'M'}) people.append({'name':'Ganga',
'age':43,'gender':'F'})
people.append({'name':'John', 'age':28,'gender':'M'})
people.append({'name':'Lolita', 'age':33,'gender':'F'})
people.append({'name':'Dont Know', 'age':18,'gender':'T'})
peopleRdd=sc.parallelize(people) //Create an RDD
peopleRdd.aggregate((0,0), seqOp, combOp) //Output of above line : 167, 5)
Now define two operation seqOp and combOp , such that
seqOp : Sum the age of all people as well count them, in each partition. combOp :
Combine results from all partitions.
Answer:
Explanation:
See the explanation for Step by Step Solution and configuration.
Explanation:
Solution :
seqOp = (lambda x,y: (x[0] + y['age'],x[1] + 1))
combOp = (lambda x,y: (x[0] + y[0], x[1] + y[1]))

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer has a BladeCenter S (BCS) with an 8-core POWER6 blade, 1.5TB of storage and an
external LTO tape drive installed. They want to upgrade to a P0WER8.
Which of the following is the lowest cost recommendation to satisfy their requirement?
A. S814
B. POWER8 blade in the current BCS
C. S824
D. Flex System and POWER8 node
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference: http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/hardware/s824/

NEW QUESTION: 4
A customer three-tiered web shop is hosted across four data centers with strict network
security policies between the virtualized web servers and database servers. They want to
continue to enforce the security policies after the machines are moved between the data
centers. Which security solution will accomplish the desired outcome?

A. Add HP TippingPoint N-series to the data centers
B. Combine HP Operations Manager (OM) with ArcSight
C. Implement HP Virtual IPS (vIPS) security appliance
D. Integrate HP Fortify into the virtual networks
Answer: A
Explanation:
HP TippingPoint NX key benefits include:
* Simple but powerful security policies: The NGIPS allows security administrators to manage
security policy with fine granularity. Administrators can set specific network security policies by
network segment, by VLAN, or by Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR). In addition, by
utilizing the NGIPS platform's reputation capabilities and the Reputation Digital Vaccine,
customers can now incorporate the use of IP addresses and DNS names into their security
policy management.
Reference: HP TippingPoint NX Platform Next Generation Intrusion Prevention Systems, Data
sheet
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